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Abstract: Today’s environment e-hotel is very much needed with higher level of security, reliability and integrity. It’s very
much helpful in decentralized distributed system of a hotel. In this paper we present an integration of hotel management
system by ASP .NET with cs. Hotel strategies is to attract customers to employees. Effective Customer care and Hotel guest
satisfaction are the factors to develop tourism in local area.
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1. Introduction
A hotel is an establishment that provides lodging paid on a
short-term basis. The provision of basic accommodation, in
times past, consisting only of a room with a bed, a cupboard,
a small table and a washstand has largely been replaced by
rooms with modern facilities, including en-suite bathrooms
and air conditioning or climate control. Additional common
features found in hotel rooms are a telephone, an alarm
clock, a television, a safe, a mini-bar with snack foods and
drinks, and facilities for making tea and coffee. Luxury
features include bathrobes and slippers, a pillow menu, twinsink vanities, and Jacuzzi bathtubs. Larger hotels may
provide additional guest facilities such as a swimming pool,
fitness center, business center, childcare, conference
facilities and social function services.
Hotel rooms are usually numbered to allow guests to identify
their room. Some hotels offer meals as part of a room and
board arrangement. In the United Kingdom, a hotel is
required by law to serve food and drinks to all guests within
certain stated hours. In Japan, capsule hotels provide a
minimized amount of room space and shared facilities.

2. Reservation
Online hotel reservations are a popular method for booking
hotel rooms. Travelers can book rooms on a computer by
using online security to protect their privacy and financial
information and by using several online travel agents to
compare prices and facilities at different hotels.
Prior to the Internet, travelers could write, telephone the
hotel directly, or use a travel agent to make a reservation.
Nowadays, online travel agents have pictures of hotels and
rooms, information on prices and deals, and even
information on local resorts. Many also allow reviews of the
traveler to be recorded with the online travel agent.
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Online hotel reservations are also helpful for making last
minute travel arrangements. Hotels may drop the price of a
room if some rooms are still available. There are several
websites that specialize in searches for deals on rooms.

3. Management
Hotel management is a globally accepted professional career
field and academic field of study. Degree programs such as
hospitality management studies, a business degree, and/or
certification programs formally prepare hotel managers for
industry practice.
Most hotel establishments consist of a General Manager who
serves as the head executive (often referred to as the "Hotel
Manager"), department heads who oversee various
departments within a hotel, middle managers, administrative
staff, and line-level supervisors. The organizational chart and
volume of job positions and hierarchy varies by hotel size,
function, and is often determined by hotel ownership and
managing companies.

4. Future Scope
This integration solution can add or expand hotel software
system in any size of hotel chains environment.

5. Conclusion
Microsoft web services can be very much beneficial in ehotel management system. Mobile, telephone, fax, internet,
mail or just through agent this integration of hotel
management system can add or expand any size of hotel
chains environment.
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